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INTRODUCTION

The Swedish micro to macro model was originally conceived as a device to
study inflation at the micro market level and the relationships between inflation,
profits, investment, and growth.* To accomplish this, we needed to specify the deci
sion process at the firm leve!. A realistic short- and long-run supply determination
of the individual firm was considered necessary. We needed explicitly modeled
market mechanisms rather than rigid aggregation functions only. In fact, the micro
to macro approach would make very little sense without an explicit market process.
We needed quite elaborate short period-ta-period feedback links thorugh the mar
kets to picture price-volume interactions. Finally , we had to bring everything up to
the macro, national accounts, level for three reasans:

l. The complete micro to macro data-base system had to be consistent at the
macro leve!. For this, substantial modificatians of existing macro data bases assem
bled by the Swedish Central Bureau of Statistics were necessary. Lack of complete
micro data information required that we fil! in the hales with "synthetic" informa
tion in the form of "chopped up" aggregat(:s.

2. Since we have had to gather the micro (firm) data ourselves, we have begun
with a 100% synthetic firm micro data base that adds up to correct totals to get a
head start with both experiments and calibration (we prefer that term to "estima

tion") of the mode!. This synthetic data base is being gradually replaced by real
firm data for completing the model.

3. Same important test variables will be historie time series on macro aggre
gates, like GNP, industrial investments, and others (see tables 2.3 and 2.4).

With this model properly set up, one will find that it is possible to study
problems other than the ones mentioned above. More particularly we have added
two quite general objectives: to study the "conflict" between short-term allocative
efficiency and the stability of the entrie system (or long-term efficiency), and to
study the effects on industrial structure from exogenous influences such as relative
price changes in world markets and technology changes.

Short-term allocative efficiency refers to the speed at which volume adjust
ments occur in response to market price signals. Long-term efficiency or stability
depends upon how reliable. these short-term market signals are for long-term deci
sion making and/or how they arecorrected and interpreted by individual firms,
especially in the context of investment decisions. It follows that the more orderly is
market price formation, the more reliable are price signals. However, the ups and

*The projcct would have been impossible without the gencrous back up of technical skills
from IBM Sweden, a partner in this research venture.

Several persons have been actively invalved in this project at various times. In particular I
would like to mention Gösta Olavi, IBM Sweden, who has provided indispensable and efficient
support on the mathematieal and programming side, as weil as Louise Ahlström and Thomas
Lindberg, at IUI, who have been responsible for putting together and adjusting the data base to
the format of the model.



downs in relative and absolute prices in the model depend on volume responses to
påst relative and absolute prke changes and other factors. We will be able to watch
the consequences of this when we replace the Swedish payroH tax completely with
a value-added tax in one of the experiments to be reported on below.

Structural changes in the micro specified sectors occur endogenously in re
sponse to relative price changes in the sense that a number of efficients in a corre
sponding macro model, like capital and labor elasticities in the production function,
export price elasticities, and so on, would not be constant.

The empirical part of this paper, which reports a series of experiments on
tax parameter changes, will illustrate part 'of this potential. Before this, however,
we will give a verbal and diagrammatical presentation of the entire model. Emphasis
is placed on the handling of the tax system in the model. We will also give some
statistical highlights of the Swedish tax system.

THE MODEL

At the macro level the Swedish micro to macro model appears as a lO-sector,
quarterly l-e0ntief.Keynesian system, complemented with a quite sophisticated
household (nonlinear) expenditure system with habit formation and saving being
detelmined simultaneously with overall spending. 1 A macro monetary sector is
fully integrated with the rest of the model. Four of the 10 sectars hold a number
of individual firms, which compete with one another in the product, labor, and
money markets.

Over time the economy operates under a "soft" exogenous, upper technology
constraint. New, superior technology is bIOught in by way of endogenous invest
ment. Hence economic growth is endogenous. Rates of return of individual flrms,
determined endogenously, are key variables in determining investment and growth.

Two basic ideas underlie this pIOject. First, we are not interested in predicting
more detail. Our concern is with understanding behavior at the macIO level in the
first place. We believe that more micro information is called for to explain macIO
behavior properly. Hence, we also need to study and to know the covariance struc
ture of our micIO units (flrms), especially when it comes to getting our micro speci
fications right. We expect arealistic micIO·founded model to possess macro properties
that are not exhibited by conventional macIO modeis. If we think our assumptions
are right, we should put a corresponding belief in the realism of these unconventional
properties. Right or wIOng is a genuine empirical question, and the only truly scien
tific response to it is to go out and check. 2 The reader will have to opportunity to
decide for himself as he proceeds.

Second, we believe that entering more information by more detailed break
down of sectors tends to cut across decision units in a very arbitrary way and very
soon meets with impossible problems in statistical measurements. Rather , we
have opted for choosing the decision unit (the firm) as the economic agent and the
observation unit. This makes it possible to model market processes explicitly at
the micIO leve] and to join micIO and macIO theory in a very natural way. Above
all, however, this approach apens up a wealth of high-quality statistical micro in·
formation for direct use in improving our understanding of economic phenomena
at the macIO level.

1A complete mathematical specification of an earlier simpler version of the model and a
partial mathematical write-up of the model used here are found in Eliasson (l 976h).

2This means that the next stage of model development will be predominantly devoted to
enlarging and refining the micro data hase. See helow.
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The micro finn model is a generalized planning-realization model that is a
combination of the well-known Cyert and March (1963) and Modigliania and Cohen
(1961) models and some earlier elaborations of these ideas by myself (EHasson,
1969). It also draws heavily on empirical infonnation on business economic planning
systems in U.S. and European firms (EHasson, 1976a). If the firm model is simpli
fied far enough it collapses inta the classical model of one finn that is a unit "ith
one productian function facing a set of prices given from the outside. One novelty
in this model is that the actions of all finns tagether in labor and product markets
detennine prices in a sequential manneL Since the model cannot be solved for these
prices each period, there exists no equilibrium position of the economy where all
finns have edged themselves into input-output combinations where marginal condi
tions are fultll1ed. Rather, if they try too hard or if the market pushes them too
hard (Le. if the market al1ocation mechanism is too fast and efficient), the system
becomes unstable.

On the output side the model simulates life cycles of individual finns (produc
tion, employment, prices, wages, profit and loss statements, cash flow balances,

balance sheets, etc.) according to the defInitions we prescribe. On the production
side there is a complete GNP breakdown on 10 sectors with an explicit ag~~re~,ati.on

from micro to macro in the four sectors inhabited by real firms. There is also a con·
ventional breakdown of the GNP components from the demand side. All real trans
actions are traced on the money side and complete financial accounts are printed
out for controi purposes. At this time financial flows do not yet exert a feedback
effect on the real side through an endogenous inte rest determination and/or through
financial "quantity" constraints.

The model as it now stands can be loaded with data from any industrialized
country3 provided the statistical information required at this stage is available and
provided some primary production sectors like agriculture do not playa heavy role
in the economy. To explain how close to or how far from a representation
Swedish reality we are, we have to be more explicit.

Macro System

Figure 2.1 exhibits the macro flows of the model as it now stands. The pro
duction system makes up the center qfthe diagram. The four sectors RAW, lMED,
DUR, and NDUR (see notes to Figure 2.l), are inhabited by individual tlrms in a
way to be described in the next section. These sectors account for most of industrial
output. Of the remaining sectors, the service sector and the government sector are
indicated by Z and GOV respectively and are treated as ordinary macro input-output
sectors in the model. Five additional input-output sectors are explicit in the same
way in the model. These sectors-agriculture, mining, oll, construction, and electriciy
generation-are all placed in the box OTHER production. Output in these sectors
is endogenously determined in an indirect way through total demand (Le., there is
no capacity constraint), exhibited to the right in Figure 2.1.

Total demand is determined by wages and salaries and dividends and soon in
the consumptian or expenditure system from the left in the upper part of the dia·
gram. Total production is added up at the bottom of the diagram and the total sys
tern, finally, is supplied with imports from the left-hand part. The import and ex
port rates of each marketmove over time in response to the domestic and foreign
price differeIttials. At the export side this takes place at the level of the individual
firm (see below).
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There is an explicit micro (between firms) labor market (upper part of Figure
2.1) and an explicit product market between firms and between firms and house
holds (middle and left-hand part of Figure 2.1). The market processes are explained
in more detail below.

Total household demand is determined in a macro Stone-type expenditure
system with a Friedman-type permanent income specification by adding up (a) wage
payments in each individual firm; (b) wage payments for each of the other produc
tion sectors; (c) transfer payments; and (d) capital income. Then. income taxes are

subtracted to get disposable income. In this expenditure system, saving is deter
mined simultaneously with consumption. There is a nonlinear tracieoff over time
between saving and purchases of household durable goods in which the real return
to saving and the unemployment situation playa cmcial role. Furthermore, the
household savings plan is guided by a desire to maintain a certain real cash balance,
determined by household ineome and modified by the situation in the labor market
(preeautionary motive) and the real rate of return to saving. Space does not allow
us to present more detail here.4

Govemment demand is indirectly exogenous in the sense that govemment
employment is entered exogenously. We then use the share of total govemment
purehases and final demand from the Swedish input-output tables to derive total
govemment demand. We should observe here that the government includes state
and local govemments. It also includes the obligatory, supplementary pension
seheme, a circumstance that isofimportanee for the tax experiments to be reported
on below. In this sense the govemment sector includes what Sweden is called
the "eonsolidated public sector."

The tax system will be deseribed in more detail below. The model is planned
to indude a monetary system in the near future. The empirical applications reported
below do not incorporate monetary effects. For this reason we abstain from pre
senting the monetary seetor here.

The Finn Decision Model (Micro)

The novel part of this model is the business-firm sector and the way it com
bines through markets with the maero structure. In this section we will give a brief
presentation of the individual-firm model. To ,a large extent it draws on an earlier
interview study of business planning practices (Eliasson. 1976a).

Each of the four markets holds a variable number of firms. The data of all
firms add up to the total from Swedish national accounts statistics. This means that
after "real" firms have been entered into the data base, there always remains a dum
my in each market (the difference between the market total and the sum of firms).
This dummy either remains and is treated as one firm or is split into several synthetic
firms (see later paragraph on data base).

For the time being there is only one price in each market. We have entered
this simplifica;ion for practical reasons. There is no way to colleet price data on the
products of individual firms. This means that finns technically compete with one
another with their profit margins. s In the labor market, on the other hand, wage
levels can differ among finns. We assume, however, that labor is homogenous. Until
labor input has been made heterogenous at some later phase, this means that each
firm has its own homogenous wage level each period and that uneven income dis
tributions for micro specified sectors, that can be reproduced for each period if we

4 The reader is referred to Eliasson (I 976b).
sWe plan to enter explicit market imperfections at same later time.
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so wish, depend on a slow and imperfect labor market arbitrage.
Figure 2.2 gives a view of the individual·firm model. At starting time, each

firm is initialized with its own set of historical data and a set of data that describe
its position at a point in time referred to as the positional data matrix. We call this
process "initialization," as displayed on the Ieft·hand side of Figure 2.2. The histor·
ical input vector consists of sales, market prices, wages, and profit margins.

In the EXP module, historical prices, wages, and sales are translated into ex
pectations for the next year and the next quarter. Price and wage expectations only
serve as a first trial step in the search for a production plan each quarter.

Similarly , in the profit-targeting module, historic profit margins are translated
inta profit-margin targets for the next period. Profit targets can be revised from
quarter to quarter. We have, however, entered the predominant practice among firms
to try to stay within their annually budgeted profit targets throughout the budget
year by making revisions very slowly. Similarly , profit targets are modeled to change
quite sIowly from year to year, while sales, price, and wage expectations may shift
more rapidly in response to sudden changes in exogenous variables.

We have used conventionai smoothing formulae with linear and quadratic
error correction devices in the expectations and profit-targeting modules. The qua
dratic correction has been entered to allow for a tendency to risk aversion in mar·
kets where prices fluctuate a 10t.6 These modules have presented many problems in
numerical specification. In the long mn, however, we hape to be able to draw directly
on internal firm data for a subsample of firms.

The firm model has deliberately been designed to mimic interna! planning
processes in a business firm. The use of profit·margin targets based on historic profit·
margin targets based on historic profit·margin criteria for instance ret1ects frequent

business practice. The stepwise decision sequence in Figure 2.2, furthermore, very
much captures the iterative planning.realization·reporting round of the budget pro.
cess. The model exhibits the common method of not carrying the iterations around
several times each period to approximate profit maximization but rather stopping
when profit margins compatible with long.term profit performance of the past are
met. Another typical feature is to conclude the planning sequence at the left.hand
side of Figure 2.2 with an internally inconsistent decision (budget) to be "corrected"

6Simplifying somewhat, the expectations function looks as follows:

6

HISnr)
HJST(DEV)
HJST(DEV2)
EXP(r)

Al *HIST(r) + (l - Al) * r
:= A, * HIST(DEV) + (l - Az) * {r - EXP(r) j
:= A, *HJST(DEV2) + (l AJ) * [r -EXP(r)j'
:= HJST(r) + a * IllST(DEJ/) + P* .JHJST(DEV2)

where O.;; Aj .;; l
DEV = [r EXP(r}]
DEV2 = [r - EXP(r)! z

*reprcsents a multiplication sign, and := is "make equal to" in AIgoL Expectations on r, called
EXP, are generated out of the fifms' own formulae combined with a quadratic learning function.

So far we have tried once to estimate some of the individual frrm coefficients above and
several other coemcients by direct interviewing of executive staff people in one very large
Swedish firm. The results turned out very successful in terms of improving historie tracking per
formance of data for the same firm. Further efforts of this kind are currently planned. To this
has been added the possibility to impose an exogenous adjustment of expeetations in individual
firms. The profit-targeting function is very similar to (l). The possibility of adjusting targets ex·
ogenously has also been added here as weil as a device used somctimes in formalized protit·
t~rgeting systems in U.S. firms, namely always to mise targets slightly above what has been
arrived at in the budgeting process (the maintain or irnprove Principle. MIP) (Eliasson. 1976a,
236 m. For further detail on speeitication see Eliasson (l976b).
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in the realization phase or the next planning round. 7 The profit-margin target re
piaces the profit-maximizing assumption when it comes to determining, among other
things, the output volume each period. The model al10ws a grading of the intensity
by which the firm tries to improve its profit position each period. We can, if we so
wish, approximate profit-maximizing behavior in a static sense by pushing up mar
gin targets above what has been historically accomplished under the restriction that
expected profits in each firm, in money terms, each period (quarter) do not diminish.
We cannot, however, solve the system for maximum profits. It is important to note
here that the "maintain or improve profit-margin principle (MIP)" that we apply
gives rise to firm behavior that is often quite similar to, but also sometimes sub
stantially different from, that of the maximizing firm. 8

Price and wage expectations are fed into the individual firm production sys
tem, illustrated in Figure 2.3. Each firm is placed somewhere within its individual
production frontier, that is a function of effective labor input QFR(L),9 Sales ex
pectations determine the tIrst step only. Each finn undertakes to search each quar
ter for a new labor input and output combination that satisfies Hs profit targets.

It would again take too long to describe in detail how this search goes on.
Suffice it to say that there has been an effort to mimic the stepwise tradeoff that
takes place between the sales, production, and the controller's departments in a
firm before a short-term plan is reached, as described in an interview study of 60
tIrms that has stretched over more than 5 years (Eliasson, 1976a). One feature, that
to my knowledge is very realistic and should be there is a "soft" upper capacity
constraint (not shown in Figure 2.3). When under unusually tough market pressure,
firms can "try harder" (within a limit) and raise productivity in order to maintain
protIt targets as described above. When the firul has found a satisfactory labor input
output combination based on expected prkes and wages, it has a provisional re
cruitment plan and searches for additional labor in the labor market or it attempts
to lay offlabor (see below).

The production frontier QFR(L) in tum shifts from quarter to quarter owing
the new investment and depreciatian of old output capacity. There is a volume and
a quality aspect to investment. Simplifying samewhat , the volume effect moves
QTOP in the diagram upwards, while improved quality (higher perfonnance) of in-

vestments bends the curve (makes it more convex). Improvement of the quality of
equipment is determined by an increase in labor productivity of new investment
over the productivity for the vintage investment of the period hefore. This rate of
increase is entered exogenously by assumption and constitutes the technology con
straint. New technology is entered through new investment and old equipment
(measured as potential capacity in each firm, QTOP in Figure 2.3) depreciates at an
exogenously determined rate. "Average technology" is a weighted average of past
and new technology and determines the curvature of QFR(L).10 All this rakes place
in each firm in each quarter.

7 See further in Eliasson (l976a, especially chapter 9 and supplement 6).
8Seethe discussion in Eliasson (1976a, pp. 236 ff. and pp. 258 ff.;and 1977).
9 To see how QFR(L) is determined, see the paragraph on the data base below.

l°Capacity to produce is cxpressed in terms of QFR(L} in Figure 2.3. Roughly speaking,
new techno1ogy enters through an exogenous upgrading of" (see Figure 2.3) by merging the
old and the new (additional) QFR(L} through an harmonic averagc. We prefer to work with a
production system with eapacity expressed as potential output and no explicit aggregate measure
of capital stock. The reason is that the estimation procedure is geared to direct use of individual
firm data on the format of each t1rm's own internal accounting and planning system. There one
seldom or never meets with the concept of aggregate capita! stock (see Eliasson, 1976a). The
mere fact that QFR(L) shifts by investment of course means that one can del1ne a measure of
capital stock in terms of our system. If wc do so, a somewhat generalizcd CES-type production
function can be shown to appcar (see Eliasson, 1978, pp. 63-65).
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Figure 2.3. Production system (one firm). The function describing the production sys
tem of one firm at one point in time is OFR = OTOP • (1 = e -fLJ. How this function is esti
mated andhowitshifts in time in response to investment is described in Eliasson (1976b. chapter
4J and in Albrecht (1978bJ.

Investment is determined by a profit plow-back formula, complemented with
a propensity to borrow that depends linearly on the difference between the nominal
interest rate. Total cash int10w so determined, net of mandatory claims on finance
from dividends and current assets, defines the potential investment budget. Actual
investment spending is adjusted downward from this upper limit depending on the
degree of unused capacity. This is fairly straightforward and needs no further ex
planation here.Il We are planning to formulate a more intricate long-term invest
ment planning-financing model that is compatible with the present structure of the
rest of the model but is more in keeping with the planning fonnat of individual
firms. Since this is not yet ready we do not describe it here .12

11 It is based more or less directly on a generalized version of the Meyer and Kuh (1957)
residual funds-accelerator theoryas formulatcd and estimated in EHasson (1969).

12 This part is designed but not coded. See Eliasson (1976b, chapter 3).
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Markets

Once production search is terminated, the firm has a preliminary productian
and recruitment plan. It lays off people if the plan says so or enters the labor mar
ket in competition with all other firms (Figure 2.2, middle, bottom). Each firm can
get what it needs or less, and the production plan has to be revised downward ac
cordingly.

In the process, wages have been determined in the labor market. Firms search
randowly within a more or less restricted market domain. If they find the pool of
unemployed, they get what they need at their offering wage (a fraction of the ex
pected wage increase). If they raid another firm, both compare offering wages and
one of them has to adjust partially its wage level. Araiding firm offering a higher
wage level gets what it demands up to a limit.

Wages feed into the household demand system and affect total product de
mand as described before.

In the middle of Figure 2.2, the production plan is transformed inta a sales
plan. Part of sales are channeled off to foreign markets, the fraction being depen
dent upon relative foreign/domestic price differentials.

After each firm has checked its final goods inventory situation to see to what
extent it deviates from desired leveIs, it presents households (together with other
firms in the market and lll1port ompetition) with a price-volume offer of its prod
ucts. Offering price in the first round again is based on the expected price.

Competitive imports t10w in at a rate (of total supplies) that depends on the
relative foreign/domestic price differential. Households respond by telling how
much they want to buy at the offered price and trading goes on for a while. House
holds calculate their expenditure pattern at each offered relative price vector via the
household demand system. Finns check against their individual profit targets to
decide how much they will charge to supply these volumes. After a predetermined
number of iterations prices are set, and flrms adjust their volumes and inventories.
Quarterly prices, proflts, and sales tlow back leftwards in the upper part of Figure
2.2 and wages flow in the lower part, all are then incorporated as historie data. A
new quarterly round begins.

At each period, endogenous prices can be used as weights to compute an ag
gregate volume index. Similarly , in each period endogenausly determined volumes
can be used as weights to compute an aggregate price index.

Summing Up

It is impossible to explain all the algorithms of the model here l3
. To illustrate,

let us define a subset [E>] of endogenous variables (micro or macro) that we are in
terested in, say those macro variables that are studied in the tax experiments and
listed vertically in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 (W, PDOM, Jf, ... ).

Each of these variables chosen (and others as well) can be represented by a
very general function.

e = reX).

This function is very complex and is not at all weIl behaved. It is generally not con
tinuous and differentiable. Most of the theoretieal and empirical work of this pro-

13 For this the re~der is referred to Eliasson (1976b).
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ject consists of ascertaining the properties of r at various points in X space. This
work is now going on and its empirical side will dominate the next phase of the
project (see below). To get a feeling for the properties of r let us divide (X) into
subsets of variables:

Xl: hierarchical ordering of algorithms, illustrated diagrammaticaIly in Figures 2.1
and 2.2.

X2: structural (technical) parameters. Macro parameters and identities. Coeffi
cients that are kept constant throughout simulation or are varied exogenously.

X3: time reaction parameters14 (measuring how the individual firm transforms its
price, wage, and sales information into expectations, how fast it changes its
exports ratio in response to foreign-domestic price differentials, how it reacts
when ~aiding or being raided in the labor market, how it determines its
offering wages and prices, the number of searches it is allowed in labor and
product markets, and so on (in all 20 parameters).

X4: starting positional data matrix (micro and macro). Exogenous.

X5: historic input matrix. Exogenous until starting time.

X6: policy parameters (e.g., the nominal tax rates to be experimented with in this
paper).

X7: other exogenous input variables.

The El = reX) structure of the model is graphically illustrated in Figure 2.4.
If we look at one algorithm, at one particular point in time, we will find that most
decisions in the model respond directly to elassical expected price differentials
(market disequilibrium) leading to an expected improvement in business profits in
the short run as weIl as in the long run, that will be realized ex post, if not countered
by aggregate market response. The general target of a business unit in the model is
to maintain or improve its expected profit margin (MIP) position, and to stop re
sponding when certain criteria are satisfied and/or when a certain amount of time
has elapsed. These price-reaction functions are very simply expressed. But they are
numerous, and when aH interaction within a period (a quarter) is over most El will
have become functions of most X and past El. This complexity is further increased
when we move from period to period.

Hence the causal ordering of the entire system at the micro level (Xl) is im
portant to understand the entire model economy at work and the simulation re
sults. The decision structure within the firnl, as depicted in Figure 2.2, and the
search order in the labor and product markets are most important. Profit targeting,
for instance, has a strong impact on cyclical as weIl as long-run growth, properties
of the entire system. Feeding back information from the employment or inven·
tory parts of the system means less intensive enforcement of targets and results in
very different behavior. Similarly , same simple experiments have shown that the
way we loop tagether the sales planning, inventories, and product market blocks
in Figure 2.2 can generate very different cyclical patterns. The care of the cyelical
as weIl as growth processes of the model is defined by the links (over time and
within Figure 2.2) between expectations and profit targeting on the one hand and
wage setting in the labor market and investment determination on the other. Any
change in the interlinking of these modules would strongly impact the behavior
of the system. Perhaps the most illustrative example is when we elose off labor mar
ket search between groups of firms or markets entirely. If relative product prices in
foreign markets (exogenous) develop differently, a very uneven labor income dis-

14 A computer algorithm to estimate these parameters is detined in Eliasson and Oh1Vi

(1978). All the X3 parameters are listed and deseribed there.
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Teehnieal parameters

Historie input matrix (miero) (X5)

Time reaelion parameters for markets (X3)

Positional data matrix
(miero and maero) (X4)

Poliey'pararoeters (X6)

Exogenous variables (X?)

a) Foreign relative priee veetor

b) Interest rate

e) Teehnology eonstraint

d) Labor force, etc.

OUTPUT

0,= GNP

O2 = Q Industrial output (maero, seetor, firm)

03 = P Priees (maero, seetor. firm)

0, M Operaling gross profit margin
(maero, seetor, finn)

__~_ l

Figure 2.4. Ordering of variables, policV parameters, and coefficients of entire micra to macra model.
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tribution soon develops between close-off sectors, and profit as welI as total growth
patterns changes significantly. This "theoretical" property alone emphasizes the
importance of the market pricing process in the behavior of total economic systems
and the need for more empirical research in this area. On the internai planning and
decision structure of the firm the empirical specification is as wen founded as it can
be, owing to a 5-year interview study (Eliasson, 1976b) that preceded this project
and that has strongly inf1uenced the design of the finn model. On the market side
the avaiIabiIity of relevant, systematized information is embarrassingly scanty. This
means that an effort to become more knowledgeable about wage setting and mobiIity
in the labor market at the micro level is planned and wiII be designed on the format
of the model.

The Tax System and the Public Sector

Figure 2.5 shows how the public sector interacts with the rest of the model
via its taxes, transfers, spending, and borrowing (Iending).

Firm profits are taxed at the individual firm level and we apply calculated
effective tax rates to account for Swedish fiscal depreciation rules. Likewise the
payroll tax (WTAX) is appIied as wages are paid out. We here lise the nominal rates
on a properly specified tax base.

SimilarIy the value-added tax (VA TAX) is applied at the going rate when the
households purchase goods.

The problem of relevant specification refers mainly to the income tax (ITAX),
and its progressiveness, as weIl as to transfer payments (TRANS). The model is
equipped with a macro income tax function estimated by a simulation method in

Figure 2.5. Tax svstern.
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the highly disaggregated tax model developed by Jakobsson and Normann (l
The tax rate function is of the foIlowing form:

JTAX
TXJ= L*W =A' ~.l,

where L is the number of taxpayers; W is average "total" income; A is a tax param
eter (exogenous); and e is a tax elasticity representing the degreeofprogression. ls

With these notations the average income tax paid will be A • HJe. By entering
A and e exogenously for each year, the fraction TXJ of income paid as income tax
will depend on how much income is endogenously generated in the mode!. Hence,
varying the value·added or payroll tax or the TRANS rates will exercise a feedback
effect on total household income both through the whole econqmic system and
through the ITAX function above. 16

Similarly TRANS payments are entered exogenously as a fraction of total
public expenditure. It should be noted here that in Sweden some transfer payments
are subject to income taxation (e.g., pensions), and same are not. We disregard this
and apply a uniform income tax rate on all taxable income each period. All transfer
payments are treated as taxable income in the model to keep detail within limits.
It should not affect the empirical results to be reported.

v
We should also remember that the public sector inc1udes the large obligatory,

supplymentary pension scheme, which means that payments to and from the pen·
sion (ATP) fund are treated as payroll taxes and transfer payments respectively.
TRANS also includes unemployment compensation, assumed to be 60% of the CUf·

rent average wage and availablc to all unemployed.
To the reader an idea of the dimensions of the Swedish tax world, Table

2. J presents the financial relations of two families with the public sector in 1969
and 1975. In both cases there are two children and only one income earner. We
have chosen the average income of a skilled (male) worker and a weIl·paid salaried
worker with a before·tax income about twice that of the worker.

15 b 'tt m h .e can e wn en e = T ' w ere m =margmal tax rate and t =average tax rate.
16 An inconsistent experimental design that we enacted by mistake illustrates some macro

properties of the model system quite well. The scales of the Swedish income tax system /lot

indexed. During intlationary times like the 1970s åbsurd things occur if the scales are not fre·
quently adjusted. This has been done several times since 1970. The intlation rate is endogenous.
These corrections (in the model) have to be entered through e in the above TXI function. We
forgot to enter sueh a correction after 1976 in a 20-year ~xperiment that started in 1968. A
gradual slowdown in total eeonomic growth oeeurred; not extreme, but unexpeeted, and it led
us to look for the reason. We found a rapidly deereasing current, after tax income inf10w into
the household seetor, and a tremendous publie budgetary surplus piling up and being deposited
in the vmoney system. (Publie employment and expenditures were fixed in volume terms.)
Household private eonsumption was still being maintained at high levels but at a diminishing
growth rate. Why? Households were simply borrowing baek the publie surplus at the going in
teres! rate to maintain their living standards. In the eurrent version of the model the only hin
dranee to botrowing is the upward drift in the interest rate that oeeurs if total demand for
funds grows faster than total supply of funds. Interest costs are fully tax deductible in the
model as weil as in Sweden. The slight slowdown in growth in private eonsumption was dictated
by the permanent income or habit-formation part of the household expenditure system
determines how fast households reduce their addicted consumption leveis, that are in tum de·
termined by past eonsumption levels. TIlis reduction was strongly dampened by the efficient
intlation and income tax hedge that borrowing constitutes in the Swedish tax world, a hedge
that is also effectively enjoyed by income eamers possessing highly valued and mortgageable
property. This property of the entire model system was never thought ofin advance. With the
right set of assumptions one should, however, expect to find it there.'



Data Base

Even though fairly simple in outline, the model requires an enormous amount
of data and numerical specifications by virtue of the number of micro agents. The
fu]] potential of the model in this respect will (for instance "tailor-made" parameter
specifications of individual firms) not be utilized until far into the future.

All numerical specifications required by the model are more or less t;1irectly
observable. All these needed data are not currently available. Since the start of the
theoretical part of the project, however, aparallel data-base project has he.~rn;:rf11n;:r

on that aims at gathering the necessary information eventually. The
model has been to formulate it on the format of national accounts at the
macro revel and internal accounting systems of the firm at the micro leve). We be
lieve that potential access to high-quality firm data bases and "technical" coeffi
cients will compensate handsomely in the long mn for our current estimatingprob
lems (see below). To run the modelover historie time, however, we now lack large
amounts of the required data, and substitute solutions have had to be resorted to.
Also, same of the required data on expectations are currently not being collected.
There is no good conventional method of estimating the parameters of the expec
tations functions, except by direct questioning of firms.

Table 2.1
Swedish Taxes (thousand Swedish Crownsa)
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Skilled Blue- WeIl-Paid
Collar Worker Salaried Worker

1969 1975 1969 1975

28.5 56 63 118

25.5 45 57 100

7 14 24 52

4 7 2 3

22 38 35 51

77% 68% 56% 44%

3% 10% 3% 10%

1969 1975

C
Taxes on Salaried
Worker's Marginal

Ineome above
Skilled Blue
Collar Worker

A

Annual wage (salary),
eost firm

After deduetion of
payroll tax (WTAX)

Ineome tax (ITAX)

Transfer ineome (TRANS)

DISPOSABLE INCOME

Disposable ineome as
of wage eost (l) above

Savings ratio b (maero), %

Value-added tax (VATAX),
on eonsumption

expenditure 10%

Returned to firms in
the form of demand, in

of total amount
paid out 67%

15%

52%,

10%

49%

B

15%

33%

+34.5

+13

38%

3%

10%

35%

+62

+13

21%

10%

15%

16%

Note: Column C gives the same information as in the preeeding eolumns but tax rates,
etc., are ealculated on the extra ineome the salaried worker earned abol'e the skilled blue-eollar
worker, or 118 - 56'" 62 thousand crowns in 1975.

il l Swedish Crown '" SO.21 on January 24, 1978.
bThe same average savings ratio for eaeh year has been applied throughout eolumns A, B,

and C. Savings data for different ineome groups or estimates on marginal savings ratios are not
available.



ParalleI to the start of work on the model, a data-gathering process began.
The annual planning survey of the Federation of Swedish Industries (Albrecht,
1978a) was designed on the format of the model in 1975 and in elose contact with
firms. We now have a 3-year time series on a large number of individual decision
units with more than 200 employees in Swedish manufacturing.

The sample consists of approximately 250 units that are "measured" each
the three years. Among other things this survey collects data on the coordinates
points A, B, and D in Figure 2.3. This information alIows us to approximate the
productian frontier QFR(L) at initialization for each firm. 17 In a few years we
should have enough time series data to estimate the relationships between invest
ment and 'Y and QTOP for individual firms as weil.

A paraBel project to collect a detailed data bank on the 40 largest Swedish
corporations has been carried out at the Industrial Institute for Economic and Social
Research (IUl). We will also be able to draw on two other lUT studies to handle
the foreign operations of these firms. (Space does not allow for more detail on the
micro data bases to be presented here.)

To be complete, we also need a matching and consistent macro data base to
define the operating levels of the model in terms of Swedigh national accounts
statistlcs.

One thing that we have learned from work on this model is that a consistent
demand and productian measurernent system is imperative for the proper func
tioning of a model with many linkages across firms and over time. It has been
necessary to make substantial adjustments in the omcial Swedish statistics to ob
tain satisfactory consistency in this respect. 18 We have found that high quality in
the measurement system becomes imperative especiaJly when we introduce inter
film markets and inventories with input-output coefficients entered exogenausly.

Such exogenous coefficients from official statistical sourees have been found not to
be consistent with the rest of the data base.

The maero data base has been prepared simultaneously with the model. This
has not been possible for the micro data base. To be able to start experimenting
with the model and to calibrate it against historie time series data, an interim syn
thetic finn data base has been put tagether. This data base currently consists of a
very small number of real finns and split-up macro aggregate for each market.
Whenever we have had the information on cross-sectional features, we have entered
it. The experiments to be reported on below have been mn on this mostly synthetic,
micro data base that (for historie time) adds up to Swedish national aeeounts statis
tics supplemented with available cross-sectional information. On the estimating side,
most of the parameters have been aseertained in the form of ratios from direct mea
surement. This goes for all the input-output eoemeients. Eaeh firm in one market
has the same input-output structure on the purehasing side. 19

The household demand system is a modified version of a Stone·type expendi
ture system (1954). We rely on somewhat modified parameter estimates on sueh a
system on Swedish macro data from Dahlman and Klevmarken (1971). These
parameters are entered as a priori hypotheses. The system has a habit·formation fea
ture for each consumption category whieh very mueh rests on the same idea as the
permanent-income hypothesis. A simu!taneous handling of saying and stocks of
consumer durables has been added as a novelty. It should be recalled here that
modeling short-period change at the miero level rids us of a number of eoefficients
that normally appear in maero mode]s. They are replaced by sequential orderings
and feedbacks. The estimatian problem centers on the 20 time-reaction parameters
ealled X3 and exem plified above. We will be able to estimate some of them for in
dividual firms in the future by conventionaI econometrie techniques.

17 See Eliasson (l976b, p. 116) and Albrecht (I 978b).
18 See Ahlström (1978).

19 My experience is that tlrms do not have the kind of interna! accounting system that
makes direct questioning on their l/O coeftlcients meaningful.
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For the time being, there is only one way to ascertain them-by trial and
error experiments and checks against macro data (manuallyor by automated com
puter algorithms).2o lt sometimes (not often) happens that we find double or mul
tiple parameter combinations that satisfy test criteria, and we cannot diseriminate
between them, except by a priori judgment. This is very time-consuming work. (lt is
also true that an element of subjectivity enters in a more manifest way than is ap·
parent in conventionaI econometric work. I would like to add as a personal note,
however, that in large-scale modeling of this kind, experience and judgment should
take priority over mechanical, statistical procedure, whenever possible.) lt is easy to
understand how important it is to have a high-quality and consistent statistical base
to work from, since this data base contains most of the numerical specification that
determines the properties of the en tire model economy.

I believe that this should give the f1avor of the current empirical status of

model work. Much has been done, and the model, I believe, can give empiricaIly
valid answers to some questions. For the time being the model is capable of generating
5- to 20-year growth trends on real exogenous input data for a spectrum of macro
variables with satisfactory accuracy as measured by c10seness of fit (R 2 s), and not
badly for seetoraI change. It traces price, wage, and profit cycles well 21 when run
on real foreign price input for the various markets. We are currently somewhat un·
certain about its capability of catching short-period (quarter-to-quarter and year-to
year) change weIl. We do not yet know whether unsatisfactory cyclical tracking de
pends on data-base inconsistencies at starting time (initialization), erroneous param
eter specification, or lack of proper cyclical specification in some heavy exogenous
input variables. n One satist:lCtory feature of the model, however, is that the 20
parameters can be grouped into same that operate only (or roughly so ) on long-term
trends, some that affect cycles on1y, and a residual group tlut affects both dimen
sions. One additiona1 piece of observational evidence, which is comforting as regards
realism on the cyclical side, is that exogenous step impulses (not 1arge ones) in exo
genous variables and policy parameters tend to spin off gradual1y dampened 4- to 6
year cycles in the entire economy. This property also has a bearing on the experi
ments to follow.

TAXES, BUSL'JESS-CLYCLE POLICY AND INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE:
APPLICATIONS OF THE SWEDISH MICRO TO MACRO MODEL

Properties of the Model

We have chosen to present here a series of fiscal policy experiments on
entire model as described before, and more particularly those on the Swedish
system. This should be of special interes{ for two reasons. First, the share of
resources taken out by the public sector (50% of GNP in 1976), which is partly
used up and part1y redistributed, is one of the highest in the world. This means that
even minor modifications in the tax structure may have sizable effects upon the
economy. Second, the very heaviness of the average tax burden raises particular
problems of tax evasion and control. For that reason there has been an extensive
discussion about modifying the tax system or even changing it drastically.

20 See Eliasson and Olavi (l978).

2l An illustration of this will appear in the next 1978 English edition of the lUl Current
Research Project Report.

22 For instance, public transfer payments to the household sector have been entered as
the average fraction of total public spending 1965-1975 cach year duc to lack (Jf consistently
specified data. Hcnce therc is no policy cyclc in public transfer paymcnts and the corrcsponding
cydiea1 impact is absent.



We will study the effects on growth, inflation, and industrial stmcture of a
shift in emphasis from one tax type to another. To keep the number of pages down
we will limit ourselves to two tax categories, the value·added tax and the
payroIl tax (WT.4X).

We will carry out a sensitivity analysis to study the relative important of the
two fiscal parameters. The simulation results will be compared with those of our
current reference case, which tracks the growth paths of the variables studied 1968·
1975 satisfactonJy for this experimental purpose. The model has been loaded with
the actual nominal tax parameters for the period 1968 through 1975, and all fiscal
and other economic data have been correctly and consistent!y entered at the micro
firm level and at the national accounts level at starting time. We should recall that
numerical eonsistency throughout at starting time has been found to be a emeial
prerequisite for the proper funetioning of the model. We recall that the model fore·
casts historical, long.run growth trends of major maero variables weIl and prices,
wages, and profits quite weIl both in the short and the long mns. We think that we
can fairly safely say that the results indicate what would have happened to the
Swedish economy over the 8·year period 1968 through 1975 if this or that fiscal
measure had been enacted as deseribed. We are, however, somewhat uncertain
about the quarter·to·quarter effeets and will not report such information except for
illustrative purposes.

RecaIl again that the model, being a disequilibrium system, responds quite
differently to policy measures or whatever exogenous disturbances it is subjected
to, depending upon its positional description when this happens. This is a most de·
sirable property. The problem is only to see to it that the data set that positions the
model eeonomy initiaIly in 1969 and the exogenous inputs it mns on are consist·
ently and relevantly specified. The year 1969 witnessed the recovery phase of a
business cyc1e that peaked in 1970.

There are three important systems properties that we should mention before
we proceed, since they explain some unexpected experimental results. First, under
normal circumstances most firms hoard labor to some extent (see Figure 2.3). This
means that firms experieneing a demand increase can inerease supplies and produc·
tivity simultaneously for a while. This is a very typical cyclical phenomenon from
reality . Only on the production frontier does productivity deerease as more labor is
recruited to work with less productive machinery (above D in Figure 2.3). We have
learned from model experiments that individual firms only seldom operate on that
end of their production frontiers, and these experimental results seem to be sup·
ported by preliminary evidence from the planning survey of the Federation of
Swedish Industries. Second, we have mentioned that an exogenous step impulse
tends to spin off a 4· to 6·year cycle in the model system. This means that the sys·
tem will behave aceording to the Le Chatelier principle at least in some time dimen·
sions. The initial effect in one direetian will reverse itself through an endogenous
counter-response of the system. These properties are eonventionally assumed away
in the mainstream of economic modeling: in Keynesian models through the absence
of supply feedbacks and in neoclassical models through assumed perfect foresight
or a fixed rate of return. TIle property arises in this model through expectations, a
disturbed market price signaling system, and the effects on the rate of return on
investment andeåpacity growth. Third, one particularly important instance of this
property is that sudden, unexpeeted inflationary shocks (not necessarily large ones)
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tend to have a long-lasting downward effect on economic growth after an initial
positive effect.23 Jt is difficult to test for this property directly. So far my own at
tempts to ascertain its relevance 24 have only turned out evidence in the affirmative.
The property has been suggested by Professor Friedman in his 1976 Nobellecture.
Same econometric mode1s report negative growth coefficients for the rate of change
in the rate of inflation but this is too crude a test for the phenomenon we are dis
cussing to be more than slightly helpful. Cagan's (1974) early report that common
stock maintains its real value in the long run but that "stocks may take many years
to catch up to an inflationary episode" (15 years is the median time in an interna
tional camparison) in fact refers more directly to the machinery in our model and
hence is more supportive.

Throughout this empirical application we will be particularly interested in the
effects of a t1scal parameter change on the absolute price leve! (inflation), total out
put, and the functional income distribution (prot1ts and wages shares).25

We have det1ned most policy changes as a once-and-for-all step change through
out, and we allow the model economy to run for 7 years on that step input under
the cetens paribus assumption that t1rms are assumed to know about the duration
of the policy when it has been enacted. For a short period like two or three years
tha1'is a reasonable assumption to make. However, over a langer time period, like
7 years, one may donbt the meaningfulness of the same assumption. For one thing,
if bad effects are generated, a responsib1e government would enact new measures
to counter them. This tends to make the ceteris paribus assumption somewhat
strange for longer periods.

It is contrary to the logic of the model to reason in terms of a relative of ab
solute price change somewhere, assuming activity levels to be unchanged. A ceteris
paribus experiment of this kind would break !he core of the business decision sys
tem described in Figure 2.2 and would require the elimination of the labor and mar
ket processes. Such experiments simply cannot be run on this model, a specit1cation
that is stTongly supported by reality . Period-ta-period interaction between prke and
volume changes is not negligible, and, as mentioned, this very property tends to
generate long-term systems results that are sometimes unfamiliar to persons drawing
on their experience with more conventionai macro mode!s.

One problem that we have relates this dynamie feature to a persistent property
of the mode! that appeared after the inter-industry market and inventory system
was introduced into the model. Partkular and temporary disequilibrium situations
tended to develop here and there during simulation runs. Same of these disequilib
rium positions could be interpreted as being "real" phenomena during the test period
1965-1975. However, most of our tedious caJibration work has consisted in remov
ing the cause of those temporary disequilibrium situations in the model that could

be interpreted as real ones. Our experience is that most of the bugs have been in
the data-base input rather than among the parameters.

23 These systems properties have been extensively investigated on an earlier version of
model in Eliasson (1978). ,

24Together with Dr. H. Genberg, Institute Universitaire de Hautes Etudes Internationales
in Geneva. Some resu1ts will soon be reported. AIso, of some earlier research on the rate of foreign
domestic pricc transmission in Genberg (1974).

25 In anaIyzing these experiments I have been very fortunate in being able to draw directly
on a recent IDI study (Normann and Sodersten, 1978) that inc!udes a broad analysis of the
Swedish tax system.
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The important aspect of this feature for our simulation experiments is that if
we enact a policy change tJut pushes economic development in new directions, new
tempOl-ary disequilibrium situations tend to show up at unexpected places, being
dependent in tum on the structure of the initial data base. This has been especial1y
so when parameter changes are large and sudden. Such situations in tum tend to
spin off not only new 4- to 6-year cycles (as mentioned earlier) but cycles the am
plitude of which cumulates for a while until the system settles back to normal owing
to an endogenous readjustment of the economic structure (the data base). The 7
year period is not always sufficient to allowall this to happen, and our sensitivity
analysis offers same examples of the importance of disequilibrium positions. We
will furthermore see from the final, controlled experiments, when one tax system is
gradualIy replaeed by another and when effeets tend to cancel from period to peri
od, that the disequilibrium effects are mueh smaller. This time the long-term seven
year experiment also makes more sense.

The numerieal analysis on the model eeonomy carried out so far telIs us that
when fed with a steady state exogenous input, total output keeps oscillating around
an emerging state growth path. Similarly, the cycles generated by various
shocks tend to fade away in the long run. This convergenee is, however, very slow,
and it depends critically upon the time it takes for profit rates to steady themselves.
So far, however, the properties of the model in this respect have not been fully in
vestigated, and definite conclusions will have to await further analysis.

Sensitivity Analysis

In the flrst round we will analyze the response pattern of a ceteris paribus
change in two tIscal parameters, one by one. These parameters are payroll tax rate
(TXW); and value-added tax rate (TXVA).

The tIsca! parameters above denote tax rates. Transfer payments in the model
are to households in the form of various sorts of public benetlts and total public
expenditures for labor and purchases of goods and services. This is a macro variable.
We do not distinguish between various categories of payments and the economic ef
feets of cllanges in their composition. 26 Transfer payments and such expenditures
are in principle entered exogenausly in volume terms. They will, hO\vever, be deter
mined panially endogenously, since both wages and prices are endogenous.

This seetian on sensitivity ana!ysis serves two purposes. For one thing it re
sponds to highly topical questions referring to the power of payroll and value-added

tax changes as countercyc!ical measures and to the absolute incidence of the pa
rameter change. As regards the payroll tax in particular, this is a somewhat
versial issue_ Second, this section serves a pedagogical purpose. We will tell what
happens in the model step by step when we enaet the parameter change. This way
we will demonstrate, for instance, that the results are by no means apparent from
one or two critical assumptions.

26 This has bccn done in a rceent study on a maero model of the Leontief-Keyncsian type
also developed at thc IU!. See Dahlberg and Jakobsson (1977).
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Value-Added Tax (TXVA)

We first raised and lowered the value-added tax rate in 1969 with ± 2.5 and 5
percentage points, respectively. Since the value-added tax rate was 10% on purchases
of goods in 1969, the larger parameter change was a substantial one.

The effects of the increase in the value-added tax rate are quite straightforward.
The experiment can be regarded as a case of restrictive fiscal policymaking. There is
no corresponding feedback through increased public spending. There is a negative
and not very large G:t'-IP effect that stabilizes at around 2% from the third year for
parameter changes between +2.5 and 5 percentage points. (Figure 2.6 and also Table
2.2). Industriaioutput is affected similarly. The initial first year (2nd and 3rd quar
ter) effects in Figure2.6 depend on the habit-formation hypothesis embedded
the consumption system. The lowered purchasing power of households due to
increase in the vaIue-added tax is buffered through less saving in the first
is interesting to notice that the two parameter changes result in output effects
similar magnitude (see Figure 2.6). In both cases, the employment leve! is
the initialievei in year 7 (1975). The value-added tax rate increase (Table
furthermore, allows firms to push wage change (and temporarily errm\()Vlnelrlt
down, gradually realizing an improvement in the return to investment.

The surprise results come when we lower the value-added tax (expansive
policy making). The first two-year effect on industrial output and Gl\'P is up. The
Gl\'P effect, however, extends for a somewhat longer period. Consumers spend
more, and especially on goods from sectors 3 (durables) and 4, owing to a higher
real disposable income. However, some of the increased purchasing power of house
holds in the initial phase leaks into increased savings and some inta more imports.

In the first round (2 years) exports are left fairly untouched (not shown):
Since, however, firms do not lower their domestic prices (before value-added tax)
by the full amount of the value-added tax rate change, they gain initially on the
profit margin side. This is quite normal pricing behavior among firms. Tt is difficult

Lowering of payroll tax

Increase in
value-added tax

Increase in payroll tax

Figure 2.6. GNP effects of value·added and payroll tax changes. Tax rate changes are up

(and down) 2.5% and 5% respectively in the value-added tax case. The payroll tax has been in·
creased and decreased so that the fiscal budget impact the tirst year is approximately the same
as for the corresponding value-added tax change. Simulated results are shown as percentage of
the corresponding values of the raference casa.



Table 2.2
Sensitivitv Analysis with Value-added and Payroll Taxes

GNI' Industrial Employment (L) Wage Costs (W)

Profit Margins
(M)

1969- 1969-
1970 1975

1969
1975

1969
1970

Produeer
Prices (PDOM)

1969- 1969-
1970 1975

1969
1975

CPI

1969·
1970

1969- Year 7
1975

1969
1970

Industrial
Output (Q)------

1969- 1969-
1970 1975

1969
1975

1969
1970

VA TAX

+5 a 98.5 97.5 98.4 97.6 98.1 97.8 100.1 104.6 104.4 105.3 106.0 100.1 94.4 100.6 109.3
5 lO1.3 98.6 100.6 96.6 93.3 92.4 100.0 96.6 95.5 98.2 95.8 100.1 88.9 116.4 125.5

WTAX
+5 a 99.2 98.2 99.2 98.4 99.6 98.4 100.) 99.6 99.5 99.7 99.1 100.0 95.4 98.3 106.1

Sa 101.0 101.2 10I.O 100.9 100.3 HJO.7 100.0 100.3 100.3 100.5 100.8 100.0 99.6 102.1 102.0

Noll':
Household savings ratio oul of disposablc income
Investment in industry in constant prkcs
Value-added tax (money terms)
Incomc tax, income earners (money terms)
Payroll tax ineluding all social charges and ATP-charge
(money terms)

RSAVH
INVHX
VA TAX

ITAX
WTAX

w

Pf)OM

La bor cost to firm (wages + all social charges inel.
supplementary pension charge)
Domeslic wholesale prices, industrial goods, inc!.
of VA TAX

M = Opera ting gross profit margin
CPI Consumer price index, inc!. of VA 1'4 X

PROf) Average labor productivity
Q = Industrial output 1~YVA

GNP = GNP 1XI = The corresponding nominal rates
L Labor input in industry; effcclivc man-homs TXW

If nolhing else is said, all tablcs and figures arc on index from where the endogenous variable reported (Q PROf), etc.) is indexed with the refer
ence run as the base. On a cmrent basis: If Q(l972) 3.363 in the reference run and Q(l972) = 3.681 in the experimental run, the index will say
index 3681/3363 x 100 = 109.5 (Diagrams). On an average basis: The indexes have been averaged from the beginning year 1969 to the year you read
in the table.

aThe payroll (WTAX) change has been graded so as lo correspond to the eorresponding value-added tax ehanges the first quarter.

N
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to compensate for the tax by raising prices fast, and firms only reluctantly lower
prices by the full amount of the reduction in the tax. This produces an assymmetri·
cal profit response to value-added tax rate changes for the 7·year period of investi·
gation that is supported by knowledge of firm pricing behavior. The higher price
level (after tax) can be maintained for same time, and finns gain on selling more at
home and relatively less in foreign markets. Export performance is coming down
slowly from the third year and even though savings also decrease, the import effect
persists. More import price competition hurts business profits, and firms begin to
get tough on the wage side to satisfy their profit targets. rne net impact is a wors·
ened externai balance, less domestic supplies in domestic markets (compared to the
reference case) and a slowdown in industrial growth. Employment and real wages
suffer in the medium term, but business profit margins are still maintained at a
higher level at the end of the 7-year period, so the results correspond to quite ratio·
nal responses on their part. We should note here that profit margins are on their
way down strongly in 1975, probably to undershoot the reference case after a few
years. This again underlines the new realistic and hence important feature of dis·
equilibrium models of this kind. Depending upon initial conditions and the time
period studied, the resu1ts may be very different. The possibility that the incidence
and the allocation effects of changes in, for example, payroll tax rates may be very
different depending on the cyc1ical situation is also emphasized in Normann
Södersten (1978, pp. 65 f). A deflationary spiral sets in from the fourth year
works counter to the initial fiscal measure. Firms come out all right with
profit margins, but output suffers slightly. This det1ationary cycle is just about
reverse itself at the end of the 7-year period. Note, also, that employment re(;ov'ers
faster than output, and the reason of course is a lowering of real wages.

The back side of this situation is a lower productivity growth than in the ref
erence case. Quite in keeping with the dominant property of OUT model system.
dynamic reversal effect is stronger and faster the larger the initial parameter
The reason is that the early overoptimism generated by the tlscal stinnl1allt

created overexpansive output and recruitment plans. Since profit targets are based
on excessive price and sales expectations, wage drift was allowed to occur without
violating ex ante targets. Firms then experienced profit disappointments ex post
and are consolidating their positions by releasing labor and pushing up profit mar·

at lower output leveIs. This is what normally happens in the early phases of a
business recession, so in fact the initial boom created by the fiscal stimulus has gen
erated its own "extra" slump after a few years, albeit a minor one.

These results may seem surprising to areader mare used to work with less dy·
namie macro mode1s. The resuits reported on, however, only tell that growth is not
theonly way to maintain rates of return for firms, and when markets are not so
competitive and when profits come easily, it may be better to slow down invest
ment and growth. These results depend in part on the degree of competition in mar·
kets but a]so in part on the feedback, profit·targeting device (maintain or improve
profits-MIP) in the firm model. As a result of improved profit performance, firms
upgrade their targets and vice versa. This set of propositions is difficult to test owing
to the long time dimension involved, but one has to remember at the same time
that these unconventional results are conventionally assumed away in many econo·
metric modeis. So there is no need to question the results except on empirical evi·
dence to the contrary. A case in point here is Pratten's (1976) results from compar·
isons of matched Swedish and British firms. He found that while British firms were
far below their Swedish counterparts in productivity and growth rates, they main·
tained systematicaUy higher rates of return.

Again note (from Figure 2.6) the second quarter temparary reversal of the
GN'P effects. It depends part]y on the fact that households do not adjust their con
sumption immediateJy to their lower or higher real purchasing power; they prefer
to take part of the adjustment by way of their savings account.
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Payroll Tax

We then raised and lowered the payroll tax27 (TXW) by as many percentage
points as needed to make the initial budget effect in the first quarter 1969 for the
public sector equal to that in the value-added tax change above for each of the four
cases in the table. This step change was then maintained as a percentage difference
for the rest of the period, as in the earlier experiments.

This time the activity-Ievel effects look mare familiar. An increase in the pay
roll tax produces a negative output effect that tends to increase slowly over the ex
perimental period. A lowering of the payroll tax produces a small but persistent
plus effect on output. However, toward the end of the period, the process is begin-

ning to reverse itself under the cetcris paribus assumption, and the gain is quite small
inyear7.

lncreasing the payroll tax without fUl1!1ing up public expenditures simultan
eausly exercises a sJight restraint on domestic prices_ and the effect is the opposite
when the tax is lowercd. The initial effect on wage costs is ni! in the sense that prac
tically all the effect carries over to income earners in the fonn oflowered cash pay
ments and very little carries forward to prices. Over the 7-year run wage costs are,
however, further reduced relative to the reference case owing to a slowdown in eco
nomic growth but not in the inflation rate. These results may seem somewhat sur
prising considering earlier discussion of the incidence.

We shouid recall, however, that there is no assumption to guarantee this
almost complete backward shifting of the payroll tax change to wages. The key as
sumption is that finns are keen Oll meeting their profit targets and do not bid up
wage costs inc1usive of payroll taxes to violate these targets. The uncertain element
is to what extent profit target maintenance is enforced each period. We do not yet
know. This is an empirical issue that relates to the specification of one of the crucial
time reaction parameters (X3

) mentioned in the model section. Available evidence
(see below) suggests that a slight relaxation of the enforcement rate should be
entered.

Business profit margins increase initially from a lowering of the payroll
owing to the positive output effect at no change in wage cost. Firms then strive
maintain these margins successfully. At the somewhat higher price level, and a
slightly lowered output volume, real wages decrease over the 7-year period. Hence
a lowering of the payroll tax seems capable of generating a very small growth effect
through a slight increase in profit margins and investment.

On the other hand, raising the payroll tax seems to give rise to both faster and
somewhat larger negative effects on output at no price increases, since the tax is
shifted to wage earners quite fast again. The price level in fact comes down some
what in the 7-year run. Even though business profits suffer initially, firms react
strongly to counter this effect, and the long-term influence is higher rather than
lower profit margins. This profit margin increase takes its time to generate more
growth and employment through investment, and employment has just about re
covered from the initial decrease in year 7. Again these results emerge under the as
sumption that the public sector does not use up its increased income by spending
more. (See, however, below, when we move the payroll and value-added tax rate
equally, but in opposing directions.)

27 Note here that we have a very broad det1nition of the payroll tax. It includes all social
charges logether with the supplementary pension fee (the ATP charge) on total wages and sala
ries. The public sector is defined accordingly, making the supplementary pension system part of
the governmcnt budget. However, to keep detail within limits we have allowed a misspecit1ca
tion to slip in. Public transfer payments to hou5eholds are taxed as income, and this is not 100%
carreci. Since this is 50 in both the reference and the experimental rulls, the difference is not
more than marginally affccted.
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The ways firms set and respond to their profit targets obviously are instru
mental in producing the longer-term reversal of the initial effects that take place
when policy creates a stimulus. In principle we believe that have a very reaiistic
specification of the operational functioning of profits in an economy. However, the
profit-targeting device is also instrumental in producing the very fast carry·over
(backwards) of payroll tax changes to wages and no carry-forward to at all.
In the long flin this is compatible with the results of Brittain (J 972) and Vroman
(1974) but not with those of Leuthold (I 975), who argues on the basis of U.S. data
that the short-term incidence is not 100% on wage earners. Weitenberg (1969) finally
reports (on the basis of a Dutch Central Planning Bureau model) that the medium
term incidence is all on wage earners but partly through backward shifting and partly
through forward shifting prkes. We know from other empirical tests of the mode!
that with the numerical specifications used here finns seem to be too fast and
rationai in pushing their profits up against their targets, so the incompatibility with
the above-mentioned empirical results should rather be taken as a suggestion that
further experimentation, checks, and fine-tuning of the model are needed on the
short-term response before we can say that we know.

Finally nate from Figure 2.6 that even though the average Gl\I'P effects over
time are roughly the same, the quite different economic mechanisms at work gener
ate different time profiles.

As a final check on the model we have rerun it with and without the tempor
ary lowering of the value-added tax 2nd and 3rd quarters 1974 by 3 percentage
points. Table 2.3 shows the effects on some macro variables. We nate that the short
term GNP effect is of rougWy the same magnitude as calculated elsewhere at the
time of the real tax experiment. Even though the value-added tax is increased back
again to the earlier level after 2 quarters, the output and employment effects do not
cancelover the 2-year period. The price level effect in both directions however,
almost simultaneous to the parameter change.

Substantial Modifications of the Swedish Tax System and Their Economic Effects

In the earlier sections we have analyzed the economic effects of differently
sized countercyclical, fiscal parameter variations. In this section we are interested
the effects of a sizable modification of the tax system. Since the model runs on
market-price information-response system, where performance of the total economic
system depends on the ability of agents (decision maken:;) to interpret these signals,
we have to make major fiscal changes in agradual way. Even so we should expect
same economic effects of a negative nature to depend on disturbances in the infor-

Table 2.3
Effect of Temporary Lowering of Value-added Tax by 3 Percentage Points,
2nd and 3rd Quarters 1974

After 2 4 8 12

GNpa O +0.3 +0.2 +0.3 Percentage points higher

Industrial employment O +0.4 +0.1 +0.2 Percentage points higher

(CP!)

(inel. value-added tax) -3 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 Percentage lower

aln Induslrikonjunkturen, Spring 1974 (pp. 52-53), published bej(>re the temporary
value-added tax change, the GNP cffect of a 5-month reduction in the valucJaddcd tax was csti-
matco at on a 12-rnonth basis.



no doubt.
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mation system which demand a long time to learn and to correct for.
is a very relevant aspect of the problem we are abollt to study.28

Value-added and Payroll Taxes

We first have to look at a relatively minor shift in from a
a value-added system (Table 2.48) and vice versa 2.4A). The e'Xlnerimenl

been designed as a once-and-for-all change in 1969, graded so to leave the total
tax take of the public sector unchanged for the first period (= 1 quarter in 1969).

The relative speed of transmission of the incidence between the two tax types
when moving from payrol1 toward more value-added taxes means that real purchas
ing power of the household-Le., real wage costs to finns after payroll, income, and
value-added tax--first increases and then decreases relative to the case.
Over the entire period there is a slight increase in real (after aU taxes) wages (103
102.7 "" 1.01) and vice versa moving in the opposite direction. It may be of interest
to notice (Table 2.4A) that this time a somewhat different incidence pattern emerges
compared to the earlier sensitivity analysis. There is now a net of VA TAX producer
price increase which in this case must be interpreted as a earry-forward incidence of
the payroll tax. Also long-term wage costs increase. Just about the reverse happens
when the tax change goes the opposite way (Table 2.48), and these results are more
in keeping with the empirical results referred to above.

Altogether the simulations so far suggest that there are no rules of thumb to
tell beforehand to what extent the income earner carries the burden of or benefits
from a tax change, when we aHow for all interactions through taxes in a total eco
nomic system like this model. (There is a high probability that the simulations
of reality are mare complex.)

There is a slight upward drift in the general price level corrected for tax changes
in final prices. However, the nominal wage cost level faced by firms comes down
slightly and a small long-term improver:lent in profit margins occurs. Exports are
left roughly unaffected in both the short and the long runs. There is very little long
run change in output and employment leveis. Since household saving and business
investment decrease, this obviously means an increased efficiency in the utilization
of capital resources and an increase in rates of return.

As this is being written, the monetary system has not yet been integrated into
the model. This means that the domestic rate of interest has been entered

nously with the same values in the experiment and in the reference case. The adjust·
ment of the interest rate and the consequent financial f10ws duc t o lowercd household
saving and business investment spending has not been allowed to work itself properly
through the entire economic system. One would expect monetary feedback here. It
is at present impossible to say how large this feedback will be. We will have to Icave
this problem open, as most other students who have examined it have done. Since
all cash f10ws associated with real transactionshave been 100% booked, we know,
in an accounting sense, that whatever is not invested accumulates as idle financial
balances. What is gained in efficiency in the business sector idles away at no use
elsewhere.

28Individual decision makers (fums) in the modeI are equipped with a feedback learning
meehanisll1 for all their expeetational signals that eorreet the interpretation of "new" signals
asymptotically but quite fast. (See eartier deseription of micra part of mode!.) Very erratie dis
turbanees that go on forever cannot be interpreted, however, and by definition the inteliigibil
ity of the market signaling system will then also be left forever in more or less disorder. Howevcr.
if the changc to a new system is smooth and means a steady and interpretable experience, the
ru1es of interpretation can be learned. We can then isolate the economic effeets of the transition
if we run the simulations long enough. We have not done lhat, beeause time eonstraints and
also because we then have to leave the domain of known historical experience (1969-J 975) and
interpret our rcsu1ts in a new, hypothetical ecoDomic cmironmenl. This is by no means easy.



Table 2.4
"Budget Neutral" Changes IJetween Pavroll and Value-added Tax Svsterns

A
Toward More Payroll Tax

(7ll'X lip 0.05 and 1')( VA down
OJB in 1969)

B

Toward Mon: Value-added Tax
(Vice versa)

C
Value-added Tax Replaees

Entire l'ayroll Tax, over
5-Year Period 196'1-1974

99.8 JOU 98.2 99.0
102.9 102.7 101.2 106.2
99.9 99.7 99.8 100.4

100.5 99.5 99.6 100.5
98.8 99.6 100.2 99.9
98.8 98.7 100.0 100.1
98,4 100.0 100.6 99.4
68.3 'II 143.3 119.0

}O6.9 100.5 94.1
99.1 100.0 100.2 100.0

99.1 }01.0 99.9 }O().6
99.5 99.8 100.1 99.7
99.0 99.8 100,4 100.6
97.0 98.0 100.0 98.9

1969-70 Average 1969··75

HI cosi to finn 100.8 101.6
Take home Hl 95.7 96.5
1'/)0/11 99.5 100.2
P/)OM net of

VA TA X (to finn)
M 104.5 104.0
CPI 98.2 98.7
CPI net of VA TA X JOO.2 101.7
PRO/) 100.1 99.0
Q JOO.3 100.3
GNP JOO.9 10J.0
L 100.0 lOU
RSA VIl 126.7 109.5
INVnX JIO.O
EXPOR 7:)' 99.7 96.5

Scetor Effeets (Q)

RAW (l) 99.8 JOO.O
IMED (2) JOO.O 99.2
DUR (3) 99.9 98.1
NDUR (4) 101.1 103.2

Average 1969-70

100.1
105.1
J03.8

Average 1969-75

98.8
103.8
104.1

Average 1969-70

100.0
]04.2
lOJA

Averagc 1969-75

101.8
115.5
107.7

Nole: For explanation of the sealing see Table 2.2.
aparameter change dctermined so that fiscal neutrality obtained first period (quarter) in A and B and approximatdy obtainc:d for 5-year period

in C. For all remaining periods, differences in the total. public tax intake depend 011 ch anges in the various tax bases caused by the parameter ehanges.

N
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The ease is just about reversed when we shift emphasis from the va!ue-added
tax toward the payroll tax (Table 2.4A). A slight lowering of real wages, a slight in
erease in volumes (Q, GNP, and L), mare saving and more investment in business
take place. Again, as in the reversed ease, however, profit margins and this
time somewhat more. Nate that both the priee (PDOM) and profit-margin effects
take place during the first two years and are then maintained.

The export effeet is not symmetrieal. Only in this ease there is a slow, long
term deerease of expeeted direction. We nated earlier that feedback effeets via for
eign trade tended to affeet domestic aetivity leveIs.

1;he extra expansion in output is less than what one would expeet from the
extra i~vestment inerease. Rather than piling up idle money balanees, this time idle
capacity inereases in the business sector , and rates of return do not inerease. Again
this indieates that a money system should have had a ehanee to exercise a balancing
effeet here through interest rates. Compared to the United States, however, the
Swedish eredit market does not perform in any prominent way as a market when it
eomes to alloeating resourees (Teigen, 1976). So this result (as weH as the opposite
one above) should in no way be considered empirieally wrong a priori.

When we now tum to a eomplete replacement of the payroll tax system with
a value-added tax system over a five-year period, we are engineering a very smooth
transition (Table 2.4C). The experiment is roughly controlled in the sense that the
public budget and deficit (surplus) is only affected in a minor way throughout the
S-year transition period. Even though a substantial ehange oeeurs in the long run,
one should reeognize that eaeh of the annual ehanges (steps) taken are smaller than
the onee-and-for-all ehanges in the earlier two experiments. Henee, the individual
disturbances generated in markets are smaller this time. This is quite in keeping
with a persistent property of our model. lt tells us that rough policy treatment of
the eeonomy might generate adverse effeets. It also suggests that the grading of a
substantial institutionai ehange may be important, since if it is done in a nice and
smooth way, decision makers in the markets get a ehanee to learn how to reinter
pret the signals.

The effects on priee and wage level are more pronouneed, but the substantial
institutionaI change generates no major eeonomie disturbanccs. Activity levels, be
sides some small short-term turbulenee (not shown) is left roughly unchanged over
the }-year period. This effeet of course depends on the approximately unchal1ged

position of the public seetor. The reversed replacement (from value-added
to payroll tax, not shown) yields symmetrical results almost throughout.

The surprise is that compared to the small fiseal change in Table 2.4A
and B, household sa'ving this time responds in an opposite and expeeted way. The
ehangeover to a value-added tax system, taking away the payroll tax, stimulates
saving. And this is what we should expect, since household saving is now left un
taxed. We note again, however, that increased household saving does not generate
more investment volume in industry. lt is not needed, since output is left unchanged.
Furthermore profit margins slide down a bit.

The inereased household savings rate depends on the ambition of households
to maintain real-transactions cash balanees because of the higher inflation and wage
rates. The inereased savings aecumulate in the monetary system for some use that
we do not know in the present version of the mode!.
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Structural Effects of General Fiscal Parameter Changes

We know intuitively that no general policy measure can be enacted in a struc
turally heterogenous economy leaving the structure unchanged. Conventional macro
models of whatever type normally do not lend themselves easily to the analysis of
such effects. To us a definition of structural change would be in terms of micro
firm units and imply that the coefficients in a "corresponding" macro relationship,
say a production or investment function, would not remain unchanged over time.
Undemeath this variability one would find a changing size distribution among
firms or a shift in rate of return, investment, and growth relationships of such a na
ture that the aggregation assumptions that underlie the macro model would vary
with the experimental design. In this context we will, however, have to limit our
selves to a few comments on and illustrations of the changes in relative sectoral sizes
brought about by the above fiscal parameter changes via relative changes in price
and rate of return among individual firms in the markets. Again we confine ourselves
to a 7·year time span. To discern any sectoral effects we need fairly strong and, as it
tums out, sudden parameter changes. We can of course discuss at length what is re
quired for a policy change to be general. We will find that there are no true measures.
Every possible one is selective in one way or another. The value-added tax hits the
households (we believe), and the payroll tax hits the firms, and so on. Such param
eter changes are, however, conventionally called "general" and we will do so as
weH.)

This time we are interested in how the effects of one "general measure" are
carried through the ecc)llomic system, but not between various broadly defined
macro aggregates (output, CPl, wages, profits, etc.). Rather we want to see how the
whole carry-over (or through) process diversifies unevenly between firms and sub
production sectors. It should also be of inte rest to study and discuss how much of
this selective impact between sectors depends on the degree of "seleetivity" that af
tects the parameter change although this would take us too far in this context. One
eould easily instance, that a change from a value·added tax to a payroll

tax system is apt to hurt (or help) consumer producers more than other see
tors. But no one knows for sure.

One is dcar from Table 2.4. When we make a once-and-for-aH
change from a tax system to a value-added tax system, it hits hCJUsehold de-
mand. As a consequence, growth comes down in the eonsumption goods sector (4)
and increases in the typical export sectors. This relative growth realiocation between
sectors is, of course, reinforeed by the fact that investment spending also decreases
somewhat, and as a consequence tota] industrial output growth decreases as weIl.

When the tax system is changed in the other direction, the effects are also re
versed. This time the differential impact "looks" somewhat bigger in the table, since
the positive saving·investment growth effect combines with the direet eonsumption
effects to favor growth in the consumer goods sector .

However, one should note that raised demand in domestic households as weJ!
as raised investment demand is partly at the expense of export deliveries. In the
ginning, imports increase, as should be expected, and the foreign balance deterio
rates (not shown). In the longer term both exports and imports balance off better
in the downward direction eompared to the reference ease, but the long-term out
come is a worsened externaI balance.



Lower payroll taxes and a higher value-added tax as eompensation, however,
mean a long-term improvement in the externai balanee, even though both exports
and imports deerease for the first [ew years.

Interestingly enough, however, when we a110w for a smooth
ment of the entire payroll tax system by a more dominant value-added tax system
(Table 2.4 and Figure 2.7) we ean study reaetians of similar direetian durilzg the
seven-year period. But the internai dynamics of the system this time are effieient
enough to make relative prices and aetivity levels interaet in sueh away that the ini
tial relative prke strueture is approximately restored toward the end of the simula
tion mn and so is industrial strueture, as measured by relative growth rates in output
Again, we should remember that if aetors in the markets are allowed enough time to
reinterpret the new signals, no adverse effeet on total growth need oecur. The
term effect on the structure of the value-added and payroll tax switch seems to be
fairly "neutral" .29

When the direetion of fiseal change is revised (the payroll tax gradua!ly re
plaees the value-added tax) the effects mentioned above are also reversed (see
ure 2.7). lt is worth noting that the combined effeet on household durable goods
demandand business investment goods demand (both goods categories being sup
pJied by sector 3 in Figure 2.7) is slightly positive on the average when going from
payroil to a value-added tax system and vice versa. Furthermore, when the effeet is
negative, the cyclieal swings generated in the durable goods producing sectors are
mueh stronger. And, since the effeet on total industriaI production for the same

period (the tiscal change going both ways) is approximately nil, part of the explana
tion lies in a reshuftling of investment spending patterns between firms and sectors.
None of these results are a priori obvious but depend on the numerkal specif1cations
of the model.

that the changes in growth rates are quite smaH despite the large in
stitu~,~t['l:al change, and that initial seetoral balance is roughly restored by the end of
the period. Furthermore, trade plays an important role in the adjust-

ment process, as witnessed by the movements of the export sector l
materials) and the domesticalJy oriented nonclurable, consumer goods sector 4. 111C
two effects roughly eancel over timc, and movements are in opposing direetions and
depend upon the direetion of the nseal ehange.

Figure 2.8 finally , gives a miero illustration from a new experiment ela.rityirlg
what takes place within the model. We have ehosen to raise transfer payments to
households and the payrol! tax simultaneously in 1969 so that the initial (1969)
public budgetary impaet is approximately nil. 30 The expeeted ehange would be a
shift in total eonsumption demand towards relatively more private eonsumption.
Domestic producers of consumption goods would benefit, and typical export seetors
would be hurt. How exaetly business investment spending is affected cannot be
foreto1d by simple reasoning. Since the fisca! parameter ehange is sudden, substan
tial, and of a one-shot type, we expeet a negative total growth effeet over the seven
year period owing to market disturbances. 111is eonclusion is on the basis of our ex
perienee from interpreting Tables 2.2 and 2.4. This would suggest less investment
spending, but perhaps more household spending on durable goods. Inereasing trans
fer payments while inereasing the payroll tax, however, is very similar to lowering
the value-added and inereasing the payrolJ tax. Tables 2.3 and 2.4 would thus sug-

sJightly more investment and henee more growth in sectar 3.

29 We should note in this eontext that the foreign relative priee speetrum
all experiments, and the government and households do not eham!e their
cept through endogenous feedback by the changes,'

.J) And so that eaeh opposing parameter ehange roughly eorrcsponds to a ehangc in the
value-added tax rate of 5 pereentage points (see Table 2.2).
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Simu/ated resu/ts as percentage of reference case.
From payroll to value-added tax.

RAW (1)
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Simu/ated result as percentage of reference case.
From va/ue·added to payrol! tax.

Figure 2.7. Seetor effeets on industrial output of complete change of tax over 5-year
period. (See Table 2.4.)

L------,5::-------,,':'O-----~15::------~-RR

Figure 2.8. Relationship between rates of return (RR) and growth in output (Da) of in·
dividual firms in the market. The upper graph is a camparison between periods 1969-1973 and
1969-1975,5- and 7-year averages respectiveiy. The lower graph covers the period 1969-1975,
before and af ter combined transfer payments (to househoids) and payrol! tax change.
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llie ouIcome is not exactly as anticipated. Over the 7-year period both the
raw materials sector and the investment and consumer goods sectors lose growth
the average, as a result of fiscal For raw materials producers this would
be considered normal as export the bulk of their output. They do not benefit
indirectly from the transfer payment to households, but are nevertheless affected
by the payroJJ tax increase. For investment goods producers output decreases sJightly,
although earlier resuJts suggest a slight demand benefit. For consumer goods the re
sult is odd at first sight. The result is, however, due to the fact that firms respond
fast to the payroll tax increase by reducing cash wage payments after payroll tax,
so the net effect on disposable income (after tax and transfer payments), everything
considered, is a reduction.

Figure 2.8 illustrates what has happened at the micro level for the investment
goods sector. The upper scatter and dashed line in Figure 2.8 give the relationship
between average rates of return and output growth rates for the five-year period
1969-1973. There is a fairly strong relationship, as should be expected. When the
same relationship is extended to 1975, the regression line (shown by the solid line
in the upper and the dashed line in the lower part of the figure ) pivots for two rea
sons. The high-performance (in terms of profitabiJity) firms essentially stay with
their relatively higher rates of return for the longer period. Since they reached that
position in the inflationary period 1972-1973 and have plowed back profits in in
vestment, and/or have borrowed more to invest because of the higher rate of return,
the higher growth in capacity that occurs with a delay explains part of the pivoting.
However, some ofthe firms in the low-performance end have suffered instead, owing
to the wage drift induced by the generally higher inflation rate that they have to
share. This reinforces the pivoting in the left-hand end of the diagram. The discrim
inating impact on trrms in different performance brackets of sudden inflation bursts
(1973 and 1974) followed by a sudden lowering of price increases (1975) is illus
trated even better in Figure 2.9. The reason is that wage drift is governed by a margin
of high-performance firms but spreads to all firms through the labor market. High
performance firms bid up wages to get more people to improve their profit position,
so arrows above 10% rates of return in Figure 9.9 tend to go up and right. Low
performance fin11S have to take these wage increases in order not to lose people,
and their rate-of-return position deteriorates. Arrows point upward and left in Fig
ure 2.9.

\Vhen the fiscal change defined above is enacted, the effect is to shift down
the whole cluster of (RR, DQ) points in Figure 2.8 (lower diagram) relative to what
it would have been without the change. The same average rate of return for the
1969-1975 period is now associated with a lower average growth rate. The shift is
in both dimensions, however, and the fiscal measure enacted both lowers the aver
agc growth rate for the sector and increases the rate of return. The reason is again
indirectly clear from Figures 2.8 and 2.9. The two fiscal measures combined shift
the compositian of demand suddenly. Some finns are hurt and slow down their in
vestment spending. Others benefit, but there is not time enough to catch up fuHy
during the period, and total growth is lowered.

CONCLUSIONS AND PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

The analytical work performed saJar on the total model system can be said
to have produced an picture of a total economy in operation that in
some ways differs from what is conventionaHy believed. Among these effects are
the seemingly different short-term and long-term responses of the entire model
economy to a set of parameter Other unusual effects are the responses
the system to disturbances in information signaling at the micro market leve!.
of the effects mentioned have been suggested as empirically relevant in llt,;ratm'e
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(RR) a fter inflationary period in investment goods sector. Arrows bind together individua! f/rms
and ind/cate direetions of change.

but to my knowledge this spectrum of features has not been brought tagether in
one explicit model system elsewhere. The care mechanisms that cause them to

operate here are the explicit markets that integrate the micro (finn) and macro leveis.
Several of these properties have been iliustrated in the tax experiments reported
this papet.

These results are of course highly conjectura!. not yet been able to
test and check the entire model to the extent that would make us willing
ourselves with the contldence that is displayed when results are reported

econometric modeJs. The results that we have chosen to report, however. are
such that we expect them to be able to weather (juite weil further OUf

selves and others. In faet, further testing--or ealibration--of the model system is the
key word in our plans for the future.

The model system that we currently have consists of a series of morc less

a state of constant ehange. l11e most immediate plans call for ealibrating the latest
version with the system and programming a long-term investment-tlnancing
"Y "\Olll. No additionai ealibration will be needed, since this new module will be used
only for some mode! firms with which we establish a direct interface between real
firms and the model system. These tlrms will then supply their own data.

After this, it will be necessary to halt further mathematical development tem
porarily to allow the mode! to stabilize and us to understand its mathematical prop
erties bettet.

The data base and the parameter set still lack precision and quaIity in many
important places on the miera side), and the most important task after
eoml,!etio'n of the above model specit1cation stages will be to improve and com~)lel'e

the data-base work.
ParaBel with this we will start up a series of applieation experiments studying

inter alia
inter alia labor market mobility , wage setting, and economie growth; the effects on
eeonomic strueture of relative price changes; The Keynesian-Monetarist controversy
over growth and inflation; and the long-term effects on the Swedish economy of
the massive subsidizing of firms in distress that is eurrently on.

After this work has been done, we will decide to what extent it is worth while
to improve further on the modeJ's sp,ecifieatilonls.


